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DIGEST

Agency reasonably made award to the substantially
low-priced, technically superior offeror where the record
reasonably supports the protester's lower rating.

DECISION

Formal Management; Systems, Inc. (FMIS) protests the award of
a contract to Kunkel-Wiese, Inc. under request for proposals
(RFP) No. CD-95-l7, issued by the Panama Canal Commission
(PCC) to drill holes on sidewalls at the Gatun Locks. FMS
contends that the agency improperly evaluated proposals and
made award without discussions on the basis of initial
proposals,

We deny the protest.

The RFP provided for the award of a firm, fixed-price
contract to the offeror with the most advantageous offer,
cost or price and other factors listed in the RFP
considered. The technical evaluation factors, listed in
descending order of importance, were (1) proposed
organization and management, (2) corporate ?xperience and
staff capability, and (3) papt performance. The technical
factors were worth 50 points and price 50 points in the

The RFP defined past performance as the offeror's ability
to comply with contract terms and conditions, and stated
that appropriate consideration would be given to the past
performance of the offeror's key personnel.

2Proposed organization and management was worth 20 points,
corporate experience and staff capability was worth
17 points, and past performance was worth 13 points.
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tva11uation, and award was to be made to thet offeror with the
hiqlwhost combined score, The RFP advised offerors that award
could be made without discussions and Cautioned offerors to
submit their initial offers on the most favorable terms.

PCC received two proposals by the closing dat:e,
tAnJ0elrWiese submitted the lowest-priced proposal of
$!7,4771 and wavt awarded 50 points, while FMS' price was
148,440 and the firm was awarded 35 points, The technical
protposals were evaluated by a single technical evaluator.
Ureter the technical factors, the evaluator rated Kunkel-
Wieve slightly higher tlin FMS under the proposed
organization and managcement factor (19 to 16 points) because
1untel-Wiese's proposal clearly identified the flow of
authority and start-up plan, while FMS' proposal lacked such
detail andl relied too heavily upon past experience. Kunkel-
Widse was rated slightly lower than FMS under the corporate
experience and staff capability factor (15.5 to 16,2
points); while FMS had performed the most relevant previous
work for PCC, Kunkel-Wiese proposed as the project
supervisor al former FMS employee who was an expert in this
work, The evaluator gave Kunkel-Wliese and FMS the identical
score under the past performance factor (11.8 points)
because both offerors' past performance was acceptable; FMS
had succesufully performed the same work for PCC, while
Kunkel-Wiese had proposed the highly experienced former FMS
employee and had received excellent performance evaluations
on other contracts.

Kunkel-Wiese received an overall score of 96,3 of
100 points--50 points for price and 46.3 points for
technical factors--and FMS received an overall score of
79 poirta--35 points for price and 44 points for technical
factors. Based on this evaluation, PCC made award to
iRunkel-Wiese without discussions. This protest followed.

FKS first objects to the evaluatioii by a single evaluator.
The composition of an evaluation patnel is a matter within
the agency's discretion, which we will not review absent a
showing of possible fraud, conflict; of interest, or actual
bias on the part of evaluation officials, none of which has
been shown here. Solid Waste Integrated Sys. Cor).,
B-258544, Jan. 17, 1995, 95-1 CPD ¶ 23, In any case, there
is no prohibition against an agency's use of a single
evaluator to evaluate proposals. See Ad

EMS disputes the technical evaluation, speculating that
Xunkel-Wiese's proposal could not have contained the details
that FMS' proposal allegedly lacked, and questioning Kunkel-
Wiese's favorable past performance rating in the face of
what FMS contends was allegedly dilatory performance by
Kunkel-Wiese or four prior contracts.
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Our review of the record confirms that FMS' proposal lacked
ciatail in the respects noted by PCC when compared to Kunkel-
Wiese's proposal, An offeror, including a prior successful
contractor, has the burden of submitting in adequately
written propoal, and an agency may downgrade a proposal for
lick of detail pertaining to the requirements of an RFP, or
cQrnider a more detailed proposal superior, see Medland
CQntrols, Inv. B-2552041 B-255204.3, Feb. 17, 1994, 94-1
CPD s 260; RLI Inte lg.Ir B-250327,4, Apr. 27, 1993, 93-1
CPD ¶ 344, Moreover, FMS has not shown that its past
porformance was superior to Kunkel-Wiese's, particularly
when Kurnkel-Wiese's proposal of FMS' former employee with
expertise on this type of work is considered, as was
contemplated by the RFP, See Canaramral Port Servs,. Incg.
GQn1eral QffshoredcoQxRp, B-21162793; B-211627,4, Sept, 26,
1984, 04-2 CPD 1 358. In any case, FMS has not shown that
its lower-rated proposal was so technically superior to
KCQnkel-Wlese's that the awardee's significant price
advantage would be offset, even assuming FMS' complaints
about the technical evaluation had merit. See Colopial
Storage Co.-- Recqn., B-253501.8, May 31, 1994, 94-1 CPD
1 335.

Finally, FMS argues that PCC was required to conduct
discussions in this, case, This contention has no ,iterit. An
agency generally has no obligation to conduct discussions
where the solicitation authorizes award without discussions
and discussions are not necessary to determine the most
advantageous offer, See US, B-258700, Jan. 31, 1995, 95-1
CPP ¶ 57; White Sto)-ge and Re trieval Sst. Inc., B-250133,
Jan, 12, 1993, 93-1 CPD ¶ 34. Here, the record shows the
award was reasonable and in accordance with the evaluation
criteria, and FMS does not suggest that it would have
substantially reduced its price if discussions had been
conducted,

The protest is denied.

\s\ Michael R. Golden
for Robert P. Murphy

General Counsel

3Kunkel-Wiese also asserts that it is not dilatory on any
contracts.
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